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1. Introduction 
When looking at systems of typed A calculus from a logical point of view, there 
are some interesting questions that arise. One of them is whether the formulas- 
as-types embedding from the logic into the typed A calculus is complete, that 
is, whether the types that are inhabited in the typed A calculus are provable 
(as formulas) in the logic. It is well-known that this is not a vacuous ques- 
tion: the 'standard' formulas-as-types mbedding from higher order predicate 
logic into the Calculus of Constructions i  not complete. (See [Berardi 1989], 
[Geuvers 1989] or [Geuvers 1993].) Another interesting issue is whether the typed 
)~ calculus approach can help to solve questions about the logics or vice versa. An 
example of such a fruitful interaction is the proof of (strong) normalization for 
the Calculus of Constructions, which has as corollary in higher order predicate 
logic that cut elimination terminates. In this paper we want to treat questions 
of conservativity between systems of typed A calculi (and hence between the 
logical systems that correspond with them according to the formulas-as-types 
embedding). On the one hand this is an issue of interest for the typed A calculi 
themselves. (Can new type forming operators create inhabitants of previously 
empty types?) On the other hand, however, this is a nice example of how the 
formulas-as-types embedding can help to solve questions about logics by making 
use of typed A calculi and vice versa. 
If one sees a typed A calculus as a logical system, one takes one specific 
universe ('sort' in the terminology of Pure Type Systems) to be interpreted as 
the universe of all formulas. Let's call this universe Prop. Now suppose that $1 
is a system of typed A calculus containing the universe Prop, and suppose that 
$2 is a system that extends $1. 
1.1. DEFINITION. The type system $2 is a conservative xtension of $1 if for 
every context F and type A one has 
] ' F& A:Prop/ 
FF& M:A J  =>3N[Ft -s '  N :A] .  
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The 'logical' intuition should be clear: if the formula A, taken from the smaller 
system, is provable in the larger system, then it is already provable in the smaller 
system. To make the connection with logics a bit more precise we recall that, if 
L1 and L2 are logics and L2 extends L1, then L2 is a conservative xtension of 
L1 if for all formulas ~ and sets of fomulas A one has 
A U {T} is a set of formulas of L] l => A 
~L1 A PL~ J 
Now, let H be the formulas-as-types mbedding from L1 into S1 and from L2 
into $2. This means that for every finite set of formulas W in Li there is a specific 
context Fa, in Si, in which all the declarations are made that are necessary for 
forming the types H(r  (for r E A) in Si. Furthermore this embedding H is 
sound: 
A ~-Li ~ ~ BN[Fau{~}, p:H(A)  bs, N :  H(T)]. 
Here the p:H(A) denotes a vector of variable-declarations Pl : H(r for each 
r E A. Hence the A is taken to be finite, which is not a real restriction. In the 
formulas-as-types mbedding, the term N of type H(~) is defined by induction 
on the derivation of ,3 k ~, so the formulas-as-types mbedding not only maps 
formulas to types, but also derivations to proof-terms. 
The formulas-as-types embedding is not always complete, where completeness 
means (in the terminology above) that for each formula T and finite set of 
formulas A, taken from Li one has 
Some well-known examples of the formulas-as-types embedding are not complete, 
like the embedding of higher order predicate logic into the Calculus of Construc- 
tions. In this paper we are more interested in embeddings that are complete, in 
which case we usually speak of a formulas-as-types isomorphism. This is because 
of the following. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. If the formulas-as-types mbedding H is complete, then 
$2 is a conservative extension of S~ ~=~ L~ is a conservative extension of L1. 
This proposition can be useful in two ways, both of which will be applied 
in this paper. Note therefore that in the definition of conservativity (Definition 
1.1) there is no requirement about a function that takes an inhabitant M : 
in the larger system and returns an inhabitant N : ~ in the smaller system. 
However, if there is such a function, then the conservativity result will usually 
be much easier to prove for the typed A calculi, because one just has to define 
the function and to show (by induction on the derivation or by induction on the 
structure of the term) that it preserves derivability. This is a purely syntactic 
conservativity proof. If it is not clear how such a function should be defined, it is 
better to look at the logics, in which case one can forget about the proof terms 
all together and just look at provability. In this latter case a semantic approach 
suits very well to prove conservativity. 
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Here we study the conservativity relations inside the cube of typed A calculi, 
a collection of eight type systems defined by Barendregt (see [Barendregt 1992]) 
to give a fine structure for the Calculus of Constructions. There is a close con- 
nection between the cube of typed A calculi and a cube of logical systems, 
due to the formulas-as-types mbedding from the latter into the first. To make 
this embedding more readily understandable it is often described in two steps, 
first from the logic to a typed A calculus that is in direct correspondence with 
the logic and then from this latter typed A calculus to a type system of the 
cube. (See [Barendregt 1992] but also [Geuvers 1993].) To strip our discussions 
about typed A calculi from the need to first having to justify all kinds of meta 
theoretic reasoning, we work in the framework of 'Pure Type Systems'. (See 
[Geuvers and Nederhof 1991], [Barendregt 1992] or [Geuvers 1993].) This gives 
a general method for describing typed A calculi. Moreover we can use all the 
well-known meta-theory for Pure Type Systems (PTSs). 
The main result in this paper is that, if S2 is a system in the cube that 
contains the system S1, then $2 is a conservative xtension of S1, unless $2 
is the Calculus of Constructions (CC) and $1 is the second order dependent 
typed A calculus AP2. But more interesting than this general result is maybe 
the proof, which is divided into four cases. The first case is to show that CC is 
not conservative over AP2. The second case is to show that the extension of a 
system by adding type dependency is conservative. The third is to show that an 
extension of a first order system (i.e. a system in the bottom plane of the cube) 
is always conservative. This leaves over one special case, which is to show that 
Aw is conservative over the polymorphic A calculus, A2. The second and third 
case are dealt with by defining a mapping from terms in the larger system to 
the terms in the smaller system, which gives us a purely syntactic onservativity 
proof. The fourth case is more difficult, because it is not clear how to do this 
proof by purely syntactic means. We therefore define a semantics for the logical 
systems of higher and second order propositional logic (which are isomorphic to 
Aw and A2 by the formulas-as-types embedding) and show the conservativity on 
the level of the logics. 
2. A f ine  s t ructure  fo r  the  Ca lcu lus  o f  Const ruct ions  
2.1. Pure  Type  Systems 
Our studies of the Calculus of Constructions and its subsystems will be done in 
the framework of 'Pure Type Systems', This provides a generic way of describing 
systems of typed A calculus. In fact one can only describe systems that have as 
type forming operator just the 27 and as reduction rule just ~. As the Calculus 
of Constructions i such a system, the Pure Type Systems (or PTSs) is the right 
framework for us. 
The Pure Type Systems are tbrmal systems for deriving judgements of the 
form 
F~-M:A, 
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where both M and A are in the set of so called pseudoterms, a set of expressions 
from which the derivation rules select the ones that are typable. The F is a finite 
sequence of declarations, tatements of the form x : B, where x is a variable 
and B is a pseudoterm. The idea is that a term M can only be of type A 
(notation M : A) relative to a typing of the free variables that occur in M and 
A. Before giving the precise definition of Pure Type Systems we define the set of 
pseudoterms T over a base set ,9. (The dependency of T on ,9 is usually ignored.) 
2.1. DEFINITION. For S some set, the set of pseudoterms over S, T, is defined 
by 
T ::= ` 9 1 Vat l (HVar:T.T) 1 (AVar:T.T) I TT, 
where Var is a countable set of expressions, called variables. Both / /and  A bind 
variables and hence we have the usual notions of free variable and bound variable. 
We adopt the A-calculus notation of writing FV(M) tbr the set of free variables 
in the pseudoterm M. 
On T we have the usual notion of/3-reduction, generated from 
(Ax:A.M)P---+~ M[P/x], 
where M[P/x] denotes the substitution of P for x in M (done with the usual 
care to avoid capturing of free variables), and compatible with application, A- 
abstraction and H-abstraction. We also adopt from the untyped A calculus the 
conventions of denoting the transitive reflexive closure of ~ by ----+~ and the 
transitive symmetric losure of -p by =~. 
The typing of terms is done under the assumption of specific types for the 
free variables that occur in the term. 
2.2. DEFINITION. 1. A declaration is a statement of the form x : A, where x is 
a variable and A a pseudoterm, 
2. A pseudocontcxt is a finite sequence of declarations such that, if m : A and 
y : B are different declarations of the same pseudocontext, then a: ~ y, 
3. I f / '  = x,:A1,..., xn:A,, is a pseudoeontext, the domain of/', dora(F) is the 
set {xl,. . . ,2,~}; for xi e dora(F). 
4. For /, a pseudoeontext, a variable y is /,-fresh (or just fresh if it is clear 
which /, we are talking about) if y ~ dora(/,). 
2.3. DEFINITION. A Pure Type System (PTS) is given by a set S, a set A C S x S 
and a set 7r C `9 • S • S. The PTS that is given by S, A and 7~ is denoted by 
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,~(8,.4, ~)  and is the typed ,~ calculus with the tbllowing deduction rules. 
(sort) 
(var) 
~- 81 : 8 2 
FkA:s  
F, z:A k z : A 
FkA:s  FkM:C  
if (sl, s2) 9 .4 
if x is F-fresh 
(weak) if x is F-fresh 
F,z:A k M : C 
F k A : sl l",x:A k B : s2 
(//) if (Sl, s2, s3) 9 7~ 
F I- I I x :A .B  : s3 
F ,x :A~-M:B  F I -11x :A .B :s  (A) 
F ~- )~x:A .M : f l x :A .B  
F ~- M : I I x :A .B  F k N : A 
(app) 
F t- MN : B[N/x]  
F~-M:A  F~-B:s  
(conv) A =p B 
F~-M:B  
If s2 = s3 in a triple (sl, s2, s3) E ~,  we write (81,82) E "~. The equality in the 
conversion rule (cony) is the Or-equality on the set of pseudoterms T.
The elements of S are called sorts, the elements of.A (usually written as sl : s2) 
are called axioms and the elements of 7~ are called rules. 
If A(S, A, 7~) is a PTS, the set of terms of A(S, .4, 7Z), Yerm(A(S, 4, n)) ,  is defined 
by 
Term(A(S,A,T~)) = {A 1 3F, B[F k- A:  B V F k B:  A]}. 
This is not the place to go into a detailed treatment of the meta-theoretic 
properties of PTSs. We refer to [Geuvers and Nederhof 1991], [Barendregt 1992] 
or [Geuvers 1993] for details. We only give the most important properties without 
proof. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. In an arbitrary PTS X(S, A, T~), the tbllowing holds. 
- Substitution 
If F I ,x :A,  F2 k M : B and F1 k N : A, then F1,F2[N/x] F- M[N/x ]  : B[N/x] .  
Stripping 
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(i) F~-s :R ,  sES~ 
( i i)  F ~ x : R, z E Var ::v 
(iii) F~- I Ix :A .B : R 
(iv) F F- Ax:A.M : R 
(v) F ~ MN : R 
R=f l  s 'w i ths :s '~ .4 forsomes  ~ES,  
R :p  A with x :A E F for some term A, 
F ~- A : s l , F ,x :A  ~ B : s2 and R= z s3 
with (sl ,s2, s3) E Tt for some sl ,s2,s3 E S, 
F ,x:A ~- M : B ,F  ~- Hz :A .B  : s and 
R =fl I Ix :A.B for some term B and s E S, 
F ~- M : Hx:A.B,  F ~- N :A  with R =~ B[N/x] 
for some terms A and B. 
Subject Reduction 
I fF t -M :AandM- - - -~Z N, thenF~-N:A .  
Confluence 
If F F- M : A, F ~- N : A and M =~ N, then there is a term Q with 
F t- Q : A and M ,,~ Q, N ,~/~ Q. 
The definition of Pure Type System gives rise to an interesting notion of 
morphism between typed A calculi which can be described by taking into account 
only the sorts, axioms and rules of the system. 
2.5. DEFINITION. Let A(S, A ,~)  and A(S', A',7~') be PISs. A morphism from 
A(S,.4, 7~) to A(S',.A', 7~') is a mapping f from S to S' that preserves axioms 
and rules, that is 
sl:s2 9 S ::> f (s l ) : f (s2)  9 S' ,  
(sl, s2, s3) e T~ ::~ ( f (s l ) ,  f(s2), f(s3)) e 7~'. 
A PTS-morphism f from A(S, A, g )  to A(S', .A', 7~') immediately extends to a 
mapping from the pseudoterms of A(S, .4, g )  to the pseudoterms of A(S', .4', T~') 
and hence to a mapping from pseudoeontexts to pseudocontexts. This mapping 
preserves ubstitution and/)-equality and also derivability: 
2.6. ]LEMMA. If f is a PTS-morphism from ( to (~, then 
F I-( M:  A => f (F )  I-r f (M)  : f (A) .  
2.2. The cube of  typed  A calculi  
2.7. DEFINITION. The Barendregt's cube of typed A calculi consists of eight 
PISs. Each of them has 
s : :  {., 
A : :  { . :  a}. 
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The set of rules T~ for each system are as given in the following table. 
A~ 
A2 
A~ 
AP 
([],*) 
...) (o, o) 
(.,.) (o..) (o, o) 
...) (., o) 
~P2 .,.) (., o) (o..) 
AP~ *, *) (*, [:]) (0, O) 
APw (*, *) (*, o) (0 , . )  (0, 0). 
The system APw is the Calculus of Constructions, sometimes called the Pure 
Calculus of Constructions to distinguish it from its variants and extensions. We 
refer to it as CC. The systems of the cube are usually presented as follows. 
A2 
/ , APw (= CC) / 
~ AP2 
A~ 
/ 
A--* 
- - ~ -  AP~ 
/ 
~ AP 
where an arrow denotes inclusion of one system in another. 
The systems A--* and A2 are also known as the simply typed lambda calculus 
and the polymorphically typed ~ calculus (due to Girard, as system F, and 
Reynolds). The system Aw is a higher order version of A2, also known as Girard's 
system Fw. The presentation ofthese systems as a PTS is quite different from the 
original one. If one is just interested in those systems alone it is in general more 
convenient to study them in their original presentation. The P]-S framework 
is more convenient for systems with type dependency, that is the feature that a 
type A:,  may itself contain a subterm M with M:B:,. This situation only occurs 
in the presence of the rule (,, [J). In that case there is no other syntax for the 
systems which is essentially more convenient then the PTS format. The system 
AP is very close to the system LF [Harper et al. 1987]. In fact LF is obtained from 
AP by replacing in the conversion rule the side condition A =p B by A =8, B. 
The system APw is the Calculus of Constructions, due to [Coquand 1985]. (See 
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also [Coquand and Huet 1988].) The system AP2 was defined under the same 
name in [Longo and Moggi 1988]. 
The formulas-as-types embedding from logical systems into the systems of the 
cube is best understood by first defining a cube of eight 'logical typed A calculi'. 
These are systems for which there is a clear one-to-one correspondence b tween 
the original ogical system and the typed A calculus. This correspondence is given 
by the formulas-as-types embedding. This embedding assigns to every formula 
a type ~5 and to every proof in natural deduction style a term such that a proof 
of ~ becomes a term of the type @. That this embedding is one-to-one means 
that every term of the type ~ is the image of a proof of ~. 
2.8. DEFINITION ([Berardi 1990]). The loqic cube consists of eight PTSs, each of 
them having as sorts and axioms 
$ = Prop, Set, Type p, Type s , 
J[ = Prop : Type p, Set : Type s. 
The rules of each of the systems are given by the following table 
APROP 
Prop, Prop) 
APROP2 
Prop, Prop) Type p, Prop) 
APROP~ Type p, Type p) 
(Prop, Prop) 
APROP~ 
APRED 
APRED2 
APRED~ 
APREDw 
(Prop, Prop) 
(Set, Set) (Set, Type p) 
(Prop, Prop) (Set, Prop) 
[(Set, Set) (Set, Type p) 
(Prop, Prop) (Set, Prop) 
(Set, Set) (Set, Type p) 
,(Prop, Prop) (Set, Prop) 
Type p, Prop) 
Type p, Prop) 
Type p, Set) 
Type ~, Typ#) 
Type p , Type p) 
(Set, Set) (Set,Type p) TypeP,Set) (TypeP,Type p) 
i(Prop, Prop) (Set, Prop) Type p, Prop) 
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The systems are presented in a picture as follows. 
APROPco 
/1 
APR~ )P2 
APROP~ 
APROP 
.~ APRED~o 
/ 
* APRED2 
APRED~ 
/ 
,- APRED 
where an arrow denotes inclusion of one system in another. 
That the type systems described above indeed correspond to logical systems 
will not be discussed here. See [Barendregt 1992], [Tonino and Fujita 1992] and 
[Geuvers 1993] for details. To get the idea we give some examples. 
2.9. EXAMPLES. 1. A:Set, R:A---~A---*Prop, r F 
),p:( H x, y:A.Rxy--+ Ryx--~).Ax:A.Aq:Rxx.pxxqq : 
(Hx, y:d.Rxy----,Ryx---,~a)----~(IIx:A.Rxx--,~) in APRED. 
The term R : A--*A---*Prop is understood as a binary relation on A. It should 
be clear how the term Ax:A.Aq:Rx~:.pxxqq corresponds to a proof in natural 
deduction style of the proposition 
(Vx, y E A[R(x, y) D R(y, x) D ~]) D (Vx 9 A[R(x, x)---*~]). 
2. In any system that contains APR,OP2, 2_ can be defined as Hc~:Prop.~(: 
Prop). One has indeed ~a:Prop I- Ap:_l_.p~ : ..k---,~. 
3. In APRED2 one has A:Set F 
AR:A-.+A-.+Prop.Ap:( IIx, y:A.Rxy--+R, yx---* l ).Ax:A.Aq:Rxx.pxxqq : 
l l  R:A----, A--,Prop.( II x, y:A.Rxy--~ Ryx---*_J_)---~( H x:A.R, xx--*_l_), stating that 
any binary relation that is antisymmetric is areflexive. 
The systems of Barendregt's cube and the logic cube enjoy some more spe- 
cial properties that will be used. First of all, the type of a term is unique up 
to ~-conversion. (The proof is by induction on terms, see [Geuvers 1993] or 
[Barendregt 1992].) 
2.10. PROPOSITION (Uniqueness of Types). For a system in one of the two cubes 
one has that i f Fk -M:AandF~-M:B ,  thenA=~ B. 
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Another nice thing is that, if variables are treated with some care, then the 
terms can be classified into disjoint sets. One therefore divides the set of variables 
Var into disjoint subsets Var ~ (s E S). In the rules (weak) and (vat), if F F A :s  
is the premise, one can now only take a variable x from the set Var ~, In the type 
systems of Barendregt's cube, one often uses Greek characters and capitals for 
the variables in Var D and latin characters for the variables in Var*. The following 
definition is now useful. 
2.11. DEFINITION. Let us consider any system of Barendregt's cube. 
1. The set of kinds is defined by Kind := {A I ~['[F F A : o]}.  
2. The set of types is defined by Type := {A[3F[F F A :*]}. 
3. The set of constructors i defined by Constr := {PI3A, F[F b- P:  A:  []]}. 
4. The set of objects is defined by Obj := {P I~A, II[F ~- P : A : *]}. 
Here F t -P :A : ,denotes thefact  that FFP :AandFFA: , .  
The usefulness of this definition is due to the following lemma. (For a detailed 
proof see [Geuvers 1993].) 
2.12. LEMMA (Classification). Let us consider any system of Barendregt's cube. 
Kind A Type = O, 
Constr ~ Obj = O. 
The formulas-as-types mbedding of a logic into the corresponding system 
of the logic cube is an isomorphism (for details see [Geuvers 1993]), so we can 
restrict our study of the formulas-as-types embedding into the systems of Baren- 
dregt's cube to the study of the collapsing mapping H that maps the systems of 
the logic cube into the ones of the cube of typed A calculi. 
2.13. DEFINITION. The collapsing mapping H is defined as the family of PTS- 
morphisms from logic cube to Barendregt's cube given by 
H(Prop) = *, 
H(Set) = ,,  
H(Type p) _- [3 
H(Type')  = El. 
It is immediate that the collapsing mapping H does not really do anything for 
the systems of the left plane of the cube. The sorts Prop and Type p are renamed 
as ,  and E], but there are no additional rules. This implies that the formulas-as- 
types embedding from propositional logics into a system of the left plane of the 
cube is an isomorphism. For the right plane of the cube the situation is more 
interesting, because the sorts Prop and Set, respectively Type v and Type s are 
mapped to the same sort in the Barendregt's cube. The question of completeness 
of H becomes a real issue here. 
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2.14. DEFINITION. For Li a system of the logic cube and ~;i the corresponding 
system in Barendregt's cube, we say that H : Li --* Si is complete if for all 
contexts F in L~ and ~ with F kL, f : Prop, one has 
H(r) ks, M: H(f) 3N[r kL, N: f]. 
Completeness is of course important because typed A calculi like the Calculus 
of Constructions are intended to be used as systems for formalizing mathematics, 
which is done by reasoning in the embedded higher order predicate logic. One 
then tacitly assumes that completeness holds, at least for the specific set of 
formulas that one is interested in. 
However, the mapping H identifies the universe of sets (Set) and the universe 
of propositions (Prop), which is a strange feature in a logical system. For example, 
it implies that an axiom that states a property for all propositions, can also be 
applied to sets after the embeding H. In the higher order case (third order and 
higher) this can be used to construct counterexamples to completeness. A short 
counterexample, due to [Geuvers 1989] is found by considering the proposition 
I Ix:A.r  with x ~ FV(r and assuming Q(I Ix:A.r  for a basic predicate Q : 
Prop---~Prop. Then the proposition 
~r162162 
is not provable in APREDw, whereas in CC, a term of type 3r  .Q(r162 can 
easily be found. (Take for r just A : , .)  Another counterexample, which is not 
so much of purely syntactical nature, is due to [Berardi 1989]. It is tbund by 
considering the extensionality axiom 
ext :-- He ,  r162 ~ r162 -- r 
Let F be the context A : Set, a, a ~ : A, z : a r a t, y : ext. (Here, the equality 
denotes the so called 'Leibniz' equality, defined by taking ibr t, u : B, t = u to 
be HP : B---*Prop.Pt---*Pu. This equivalence relation identifies terms that have 
the same properties.) Now, if one looks at the behaviour of ext in CC after the 
embedding H, it can be observed that H(ext) also applies to A. Hence, in CC we 
can derive in the context H(F )  that A = A--*A holds. But this implies that A is 
a A-algebra (this statement can be formalised precisely), which is of course not 
the case in APREDu;. More details about incompleteness of H : APREDw --+ CC 
can be found in [Barendregt 1992] and [Geuvers 1993]. 
The two counterexamples to completeness of H that are discussed above, 
apply to nth order predicate logic for any n > 2. Hence the embedding H : 
APREDn --* APn is incomplete for any n > 2. (These systems APREDn and APn 
are found by a straightforward extension of the second order systems, allowing 
quantification over the collection of domains of order < n.) In contrast, the 
embedding H : APRED ~ AP is complete, as was proved in [Berardi 1989] and 
[Barendsen and Geuvers 1989]. For the embedding H : APRED2 ~ AP2 the 
question of completeness i  still open. 
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3. Conservat iv i ty  re la t ions  ins ide  the  cube  
We now want to address the question of conservativity inside the cube of typed 
A calculi and the logic cube. We first look at the cube of typed A calculi, because 
the situation for the logic cube is very similar. There are four results that do the 
whole job, resulting in the following picture. 
~ * ~P~ (= CC) ."'"'"'" ..tic 
A2 ,- AP2 
/ 
A--, 
. AP~ 
/ 
/ 
,- AP 
where an arrow denotes a conservative inclusion and a dotted arrow denotes 
a non-conservative inclusion. By transitivity of conservativity (if system 3 is 
conservative over system 2 and system 2 is conservative over system 1, then 
system 3 is conservative over system 1), it is no problem to fill in the picture 
further. (Draw the arrows between two non-adjacent systems) We can collect all 
this in the following Proposition. 
3.1. THEOREM. For $1 and $2 two systems in the cube of typed lambda calculi 
such that $1 C $2: 
$2 is conservative over $1 r $2 =~ CC V $1 ~ AP2. 
PROOF. It suffices to prove the following four results. 
1. If S~ D $1, with S1 a system of the lower plane in the cube, then S~ is 
conservative over Sl.(Proposition 3.2.) 
2. If $2 is a system in the right plane of the cube, and $1 is the adjacent system 
in the left plane, then S~ is conservative over Sl.(Proposition 3.6.) 
3. APw is not conservative over AP2, 
4. At0 is conservative over A2. (Corollary 4.20.) 
The fourth is a consequence of Corollary 4.20, saying that PROPw is conserva- 
tive over PROP2, and of the fact that PROPc0 and PROP2 are isomorphic to, 
respectively, Aw and A2 via the formulas-as-types mbedding. The conservativ- 
ity of PROPw over PROP2 will be proved in detail later by using semantical 
methods. 
9] 
The third was verified in detail by [Ruys 1991], following an idea from Berardi. 
The idea is to look at a context F in AP2 that represents Arithmetic. Then F 
with AP2 is as strong as second order Arithmetic and F with APa~ is as strong 
as higher order Arithmetic. Hence we can use GSdel's Second Incompleteness 
Theorem to show that in AP2 one can not derive from F that F is consistent in 
AP2. On the other hand in APw one can derive from F that F is consistent in 
AP2. Hence the non-conservativity. [] 
We first prove the Proposition about conservativity of systems over systems 
in the lower plane. The Proposition was also proved in [Verschuren 1990] in a 
slightly different way. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. We consider the cube of typed A calculi. Let S1 be a system 
of the lower plane and ,5'2 be another system of the cube such that $1 C $2. 
Then 
F~-& B : ,}  
F [-s~ M : B ~ F ~-& M : B. 
F and M in normal form 
PROOF. By induction on the structure of M. 
var. Say M = x. Then x : A 6 F, with A =Z B. Hence, F ~-s~ x : A, and by 
one application of (conv), we can conclude that F }-sl x : B. 
applic. Say M ~_ zP1 . - -P , .  Then, by Stripping, x:A 6 F with A =Z 17yl:C.D 
for some C and D. Now, A is in normal form (because F is) and so A 
is itself a / / -term, say A =_ IIyl:C1.D~. So, z:IIy~:C1.D1 6 F. Now, 
F F-s~ Hy~:C~.D~ : *  (in the lower plane, i.e. without the rule ([:],,)), 
but then also 
F ~-s~ C1 :*. 
Of course we also have 
F ~-s~ P1 , C1, 
so by 1H (note that P1 is in normal form), F ~-sl P1 : C1. Hence 
F F-s1 xP1 : DI[P1/yl]. We can now go further with P2: We know 
that DI[P1/yl] ,,~ lly2:C2.D2. Now, F F-s~ DI[P1/yl] : ~ and hence 
F ~-& Hy~:C2.D2 : * by Subject Reduction. So 
Also 
F [-& C2 : *. 
V l-s2 P,~ :C2, 
so again we can apply IH to obtain F ~-sl P2 : C2 and hence we have 
-P ~-Sl xP1P2 : D2[P2/Y2]. Continuing in this way upton  we find that 
F ~-sl xP l ' . .  P, : D,~[P,~/y,] with D,~[P,/y,~] =Z B. By one application 
of conversion (using F ~-sl B : *) we conclude F ~-sl xP1 --- P ,  : B. 
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abstr. Say M =_ Ax:A.N.  Then B ~,p Hx:A .C  for some C (note that A 
is in normal form). So F ~-sl I I x :A .C  : , by Subject Reduction and 
F,x :A  F-s~ N : C (by Stripping and the conversion rule). By IH we 
conclude F, x:A ~-31 N : C. Now we are done: By one A-abstraction and 
one conversion we conclude F ~-sl Ax:A.N : B. [] 
The side condition F in normal form has just been added for convenience (in 
giving the proof.) It is not essential and it may be dropped. 
As a corollary one finds that a system of the cube is conservative over all its 
subsystems of the lower plane. If $1 in the lower plane and $1 C_ $2, then 
F t-& A : *1  F ~-s~ M : A ~ ~ 3N[F  ~-s, N : A]. 
This can even be made more precise, because the term N can be computed 
directly from the term M as follows. 
3.3. COR.OLLARY. If $1 C_ $2, with $1 in the lower plane, then 
F F-s~ A : ,  \ 
F~-s~ M :A J  ~F~-& n f (M) :A ,  
where nf(M) denotes the fl-norrnal form of M. 
We now give a proof of the conservativity of the right plane over the left 
plane. The idea is to define a mapping that removes all type dependencies. This 
mapping will go from a system in the right plane to the adjacent system in 
the left plane and is the identity on terms that are already well-typed in the 
left plane. Hence the conservativity. The proof is originally independently due 
to [Paulin 1989] and [Berardi 1990]. The first described the mapping from APw 
to Aw in the first place to use it for program extraction; the second described 
the collection of four mappings (which is a straightforward generalisation f the 
mapping from APw to Aw) to give this consetvativity proof. The mappings are 
very much related to similar mappings one can define from predicate logic to 
propositional logic to prove conservativity of the first over the second. 
3.4. DEFINITION ([Paulin 1989], [Berardi 1990]). Let $2 be a system of the right 
plane and $1 the adjacent system in the left plane. The mapping [-] : Term(S2) 
Term(S1) is defined as follows. 
[[]] : 
'k]  = -k, 
[x] = x, for ~ a variable, 
= [B] if A: . ,  B:D, 
= U. : [A] . [B]  else, 
[Ax:A.M] = [M] if A:, ,  M:B:rq, (for some B), 
= Ax:[A].[M] else, 
[PM] = IF] if M:A:*, P:B:D, (for some A, B), 
= [P][M] else, 
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3.5. REMARK. The side conditions in the definition are justified by the Classifi- 
cation Lemma (2.12). 
The mapping [-] extends traightforwardly to contexts. The following propo- 
sition justifies the statement in the definition that the mapping [-] goes from 
the right plane to the left plane. 
3.6. PROPOSITION ([Paulin 1989], [Berardi 1990]). Let $2 be a system in the 
right plane and $1 the adjacent system in the left plane of the cube. 
F ~-s~ M:  A =~ [F] ~-sl [M]: [A] 
PROOF. By a straightforward induction on the derivation of F t-s: M : A. [] 
3.79 COROLLARY ([Paulin 1989],[Berardi 1990]). For $2 a system in the right 
plane and $1 the adjacent system in the left plane of the cube we have that 
$2 is conservative over $1. 
PROOF9 The only thing to check is that for M ~ Term(S1), [M] = M. This is 
done by an easy induction on the structure of M. [] 
Corollary 3.7 can be made a bit more precise by stating how the term in the 
smaller system is computed from the term in the larger system. For $2 in the 
right plane and 5'1 the adjacent system in the left plane one has 
F t-s x A : * l 
Ft-s~ M:A J  =~FI -s~[M] :A '  
The conservativity relations in the logic cube (Definition 2.8) are as follows9 
(An arrow denotes a conservative extension, a dotted arrow a non-conservative 
extension.) 
APR()P~ 
/ 
APROP2 ,. APRED2 
-APRED~ 
APR()P~ 
/ 
APROP 
9 APRED~ 
/ 
, APRED 
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3.8. PROPOSITION. For L1 and L2 two systems in the logic cube such that L1 C 
L2: 
L2 is conservative over L1 r L2 # APREDw V L1 # APRED2. 
PROOF. The proof is completely analoguous to the proof for the cube of typed 
lambda calculi. What has to be proved for conservativity is that, if L1 C L2 and 
F is a context of L1 with F ~- A : Prop, then 
F ~-L: M : A ~ 3N[F ~-L, N : A]. 
The proof of non-conservativity of APREDw over APRED2 is the same as for CC 
over AP2, by using GSdel's incompleteness theorem. The proof of conservativity 
of any system over a subsystem in the lower plane is again by normalization (of 
the proof terms). 
The proof of conservativity of the right plane over the left plane can be done 
by defining a mapping that forgets predicates, analogously to the one defined 
in Definition 3.4. A slightly shorter proof can be given by making use of the 
conservativities in the Barendregt's cube, as follows: Let L1 be a system in the 
left plane and let F be a context and A be a term such that F t-L~ A : Prop. 
Furthermore, let L~ be the adjacent system in the right plane and let M be an 
inhabitant of A in L2, that is F ~-L~ M : A. If $1 is the system in Barendregt's 
cube that corresponds with L1 and $2 is the system in Barendregt's cube that 
corresponds with n2, then H(F) ~-s2 H(M) :  H(A) and hence 3N[H(F) ~-s, N :  
H(A)] by the conservativity in Barendregt's cube. Because the formulas-as-types 
embedding H is an isomorphism on the left plane of the cube, we can conclude 
that 3N[F ~-LI N :A]. 
The proof of conservativity of APROPw over APROP2 is given in the following 
section. [] 
4. The  conservat iv i ty  o f  A~z over  A2 
The conservativity ofAw over A2 is shown by proving that PROPw is conservative 
over PROP2. The conservativity of Aw over A2 then follows from the fact that 
the formulas-as-types mbedding is an isomorphism. In order to be very specific 
about the conservativity proof, we first give the detailed syntax of the systems 
of second and higher order propositional logic. 
4.1. Second and  h igher  o rder  propos i t iona l  logics 
4.1. DEFINITION. ]?or rt a natural number, the system of nth order propositional 
logic, notation PROPn is defined by first giving the nth order language and then 
describing the deduction rules for the nth order system as follows. 
1. The domains are given by 
19 ::= Prop l I)---+:/)). 
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We let brackets associate to the right, so Prop--*(Prop--*Prop) is denoted by 
Prop-+Prop--+Prop and every domain can be written as DI-+...--*Dp---*Prop, 
with D1, 9  Dp domains. 
2. The order of a domain D, ord(D), is defined by 
ord(Prop) = 2, 
ord(D1 . . . .  ---~Dp---~Prop) = rnax{ord(Di) l l < i < p} + 1. 
The orders are defined in such a way that in n-th order logic one can quantify 
over domains of order < n. Hence Prop is of order 2, because in second order 
propositional logic one can quantify over the set of all formulas. The domain 
Prop--*Prop should be understood as the collection of sets of formulas (truth 
values), identifying a function P from Prop to Prop with the set of formulas 
for which P~ holds. 
3. For n a fixed positive natural number, the terms of the nth order language 
are defined as follows9 (Each term is an element of a specific domain, which 
relation is denoted by e). 
-- There are countably many variables of domain D for any D with ord(D) < 
n, 
If M ~ D2, x a variable of domain D1 and ord(D1--*D2) < n, then 
AxcD1.M e DI-~De, 
- If M e D1--*De, N c D1, then MN e De, 
-- If p c Prop, a: a variable of domain D with ord(D) < n, then Ya:eD.9~ e
Prop. 
-- I f  ~ r Prop and ~b ( Prop, then ~ D r c Prop. 
4. The terms ~ for which ~ c Prop are called formulas and Form denotes the 
set of formulas. 
5. On the terms we have the well-known notion of definitional equality by fl- 
conversion. This equality is denoted by =. The definitional equality allows 
us to identify for example the application of the function ~x:Prop.x D ac (of 
domain Prop--~Prop) to 9~ with the a formula ~ D p. 
6. For n a specific positive natural number, we now describe the deduction rules 
of the nth order predicate logic (in natural deduction style) that allow us 
to build derivations. So in the following let 9~ and r be formulas of the nth 
order language. 
[~]~ 
(V-I) Vxe@.r ) 
(cony) 0 if ~ = 
(3-E) - -  
WcD.r  
(V-E) - -  if t c D 
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The formula occurrences that are between brackets ([-]) in the D-I rule are 
discharged. So, in an application of the D-1 rule, several occurrences of r 
(possibly zero) may be discharged. The superscript i in the D-I rule is taken 
from a countable set of indices I. The index i corresponds to one specific 
application of the D-I rule, so from the index that is on top of a discharged 
formula, we can see at which application of D-I it has been discharged. 
(.): in the V-I rule we make the usual restriction that the variable x may not 
occur free in a non-discharged assumption of the derivation. 
For F a set of formulas of PROPn and ~ a formula of PROPn,  we say that 
is derivable from F in PROPn,  notation F ~-PROPn ~, if there is a derivation 
with root ~ and all non-discharged formulas in F. 
The system of higher order proposition logic, notation PROP~0, is the union of 
all PROPn.  
4.2. REMARK. The choice for the connectives D and V may seem minimal. It 
is however a well-known fact that in second and higher order systems, the in- 
tuitionistic connectives ~;, V, -~ and 3 can be defined in terms of D and V as 
follows. (Let ~ and r be formulas). 
~; 5' := Vc~cProp.(~ D ~; D a) D a, 
v r := weP,op.(  (r 
_k := Va~Prop.ct, 
- '9  := ~ D _L, 
3x e D~ := VacProp.(VxcDxp D a) D ~. 
Similarly we can define an equality judgement (the fl-equality =, the definitional 
equality of the language, is purely syntactical) by taking the so called Leibniz 
equality: for t, q r D, 
t =D q := VPeD--*Prop.Pt D Pq, 
which says that two objects are equal if they have the same properties. (It is not 
difficult to show that =D is symmetric). 
It is not difficult to check that all the standard logical rules hold tbr &, V, 
_1_, -~, 3 and =. In the following we shall freely use these symbols. 
4.3. REMARK. In each PROPn (n >_ 2), the comprehension property is satisfied. 
That  is, for all T(x) : Prop with x = x l , . . . ,  xp a sequence of free variables, 
possibly occurring in ~ (xi c Di), we have 
~P c Di---~--- Dp--~Prop.VxcD(@ *-~ Pxi ' . .  xp). 
(Take P =_ Axi e D1 . . . .  Axp e Dp.~(x).) 
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The presentation of propositional logics above can be extended to predicate 
logics, which is done in [Geuvers 1993]. There also the classical variants of the 
systems are studied. Here we restrict to the constructive versions of the propo- 
sitional logics, because PROPw and PROP2 are the ones that correspond to the 
type systems Aa~ and A2. 
4.2. Extens iona l i ty  
The definitional equality on the terms is ~-equality. There is no objection to 
taking ~/-equality instead: all the properties till hold. In fact it would make 
a lot of sense to do so, because we tend to view A-abstraction as the necessary 
mechanism to make comprehension work. (And so both P e Prop-*Prop and 
Axr Prop.Px describe the collection of formulas ~ for which P~ holds). 
This is related to the issue of extensionality: terms of domain D--+Prop are to 
be understood as predicates on D or also as subsets of D, an element  being in 
the set P r D--*Prop if Pt holds. But if we take this set-theoretic understanding 
seriously, we have to identify predicates that are extensionally equal: 
(Vx.(fx ~ gx & gx D fx) )  D f =D g. (1) 
Of course, this formula is in general not provable in our systems. However, in 
the standard models where predicates are interpreted as real sets, the formula 
is satisfied, so it is an important extension. A difficulty is, that extensionality in
the form of (1) is in general not even expressible: if ord(D) = n in PROPn, then 
we can not express extensionality for f and g of domain D, because f ~D g is 
not a formula of PROPn (it uses a quantification over D--~Prop). This means 
that we have to express extensionality by a schematic rule. 
4.4. DEFINITION. The extensionality scheme, (EXT), is 
fx  ~ ~x gx ~ fx  ~[f /y] 
(EXT) (,) 
~[g/y] 
where f and g are arbitrary terms of the same domain D1--+ . . . .  Dn-*Prop. 
When writing ~[f/y], we assume that this substitution is correct, that is, no free 
variables become bound and f and y are of the same domain. (.) signifies the 
usual restriction that the variables of x may not occur free in a non-discharged 
assumption of the derivations of fx  D gx and of gx D fx .  
The extension of a system with the rule (EXT) will be denoted by adding the 
prefix E-, so E-PROPn is extensional nth order propositional logic. 
4.5. NOTATION. For f ,g  ~ D = D1--~ . . . .  D~--~Prop, if it is allowed to quantify 
over D1, . . . ,  Dn in the system, then we can compress the first two premises in 
the rule (EXT) to Vx.( fx D gx & gx D fx) .  For convenience this will also be 
denoted by f ~D g, so 
f ~v g := Vx.(fx ~ gx & gx ~ fx), 
where the D will usually be omitted if it is clear from the context. 
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4.6. LEMMA. The extensionality scheme for D = Prop is admissible in any of 
the propositional logics, i.e. 
is always provable. 
PROOF. By an easy induction on the structure of X. [] 
The following is now immediate by the fact that in PROP2 the only exten- 
sionality scheme that can be expressed is the one for D = Prop. 
4.7. COROLLARY. In the system E-PROP2 of extensional second order proposi- 
tional logic one can prove the same as in PROP2. That is 
/~ I-E-PROP2 ~ ~ /" ~PROP2 ~. 
4,3. Algebraic semantics for intuitionistie propositional ogics 
In this section we describe a semantics for our systems of intuitionistic propo- 
sitional logic in terms of Heyting algebras. It is well-known how this is done 
tbr the full first order propositional logic, giving rise to a completeness result. 
For second and higher order propositional logic we need to refine the notion 
of Heyting algebra to also allow interpretations for the universal quantifier. It 
will be shown that complete Heyting algebras are strong enough to satisfy our 
purpose: complete Heyting algebras have arbitrary meets and .joins, so for ex- 
ample Vf e Prop---~Prop.~ can be interpreted as A{[[~][/:=-FI [F E A-+A}. It is 
however not so easy to show the completeness of complete Heyting algebras over 
E-PROPn (for any n), because the Lindenbaum algebra defined from E-PROPn 
is not a complete Heyting algebra. 
The proof of completeness that is given below uses Theorem la.6.1a of 
[Troelstra nd Van Dalen 1988], which states that any Heyting algebra can be 
embedded in a complete Heyting algebra such that D, 2_ and all existing V and 
A are preserved (and hence the ordering is preserved). The embedding i that 
is constructed in the proof is also faithful with respect o the ordering, that is, 
if i(a) <_ i(b) in the image, then a < b in the original Heyting algebra. All this 
implies completeness of complete Heyting algebras with respect o E-PROPn, 
for any n. This will be shown in detail in the rest of this section. Hence we have 
conservativity of E-PROP(n + 1) over E-PROPn. 
At this point we do not know how (if at all possible) to conclude the conser- 
vativity of PROP(n + 1) over PROPn from the conservativity of E-PROP(n + 1) 
over E-PROPn. However, we do have the conservativity of PROPn over PROP2 
for any n, because PROP2 and E-PROP2 are the same system (Corollary 4.7). 
It is obvious that extensionality is required in the syntax because the model 
notion is extensional: if, for example, F, G : A---*A (where A is the carrier set of 
the algebra) and F(a) = G(a) for all a E A, then F = G. 
The method of showing conservativity by semantical means eems to be quite 
essential here. Syntactic onservativity proofs (like the others in this paper) use 
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mappings from the 'larger ~ system to the 'smaller' system that are the identity on 
the smaller system. Such a mapping also constitutes a mapping from derivations 
to derivations, that is the identity on derivations of the smaller system. This 
was the case for the proof of conservativity of the upper plane of the cube over 
the lower plane, where the proof-term in the smaller system is just obtained by 
normalizing the proof-term in the larger system. For the case of propositional 
logics, this method is impossible: there are formulas of PROP2 that have more 
and more cut-free derivations when we go higher in the hierarchy of propositional 
logics. In Section 5 these issues will be discussed in some more detail. 
4.8. DEFINITION. A Heyting algebra (or just Ha) is a tuple (A, A, V, _L, D) such 
that (A, A, V) is a lattice with least element _L and D is a binary operation with 
aAb <cC:~a < b Dc, 
where the ordering < is defined by a < b := a A b = a. 
Remember that (A, A, V) is a lattice if the binary operations A and V satisfy 
the following requirements. 
aAa=a, 
nAb=bAn, 
a A (bA c) = (a Ab) A c, 
aV(aAb)=a, 
aVa=a, 
aVb-=bVa, 
aV(bVe)=(aVb)Vc ,  
aA(aVb)=a. 
Another way of defining the notion of lattice is by saying that it is a poset (A, <) 
with the property that each pair of elements a, b E A has a least upperbound 
(denoted by a V b) and a greatest lowerbound (denoted by a A b). 
4.9. DEFINITION. A complete Heyting algebra (ella) is a tuple (A, A, V, _L, D) 
such that (A, A, V) is a complete lattice and (A, A, V, _k, D) is a Heyting algebra. 
So V and A are mappings from ~o(A) to A such that for X C A, VX  is the 
least upperbound of X and A x is the greatest lower bound of X. The binary 
operations A and V are defined by (for a,b E A) a A b := A{a,b} and a V b := 
V{a,b}. 
An important feature of Heyting algebras which is forced by the presence of 
the binary operation D, is that they satisfy the infinitary distributive law: 
(D) If Vx  exists, then a A V X = V{a A bib 9 X). 
The inclusion D holds in any lattice; for the inclusion C it is enough to show 
that a A c C V{a~A bib E X} for any c 9 X, which is true due to the properties 
of D. Two other important facts are the following. 
4.10. FACT. 1. If a complete lattice satisfies the infinitary distributive law (D), 
it can be turned into a cHa by defining 
bD c:=V{dldAb _< c}. 
1 O0 
2. Any Heyting algebra is distributive, i.e. any Ha satisfies 
aA(bVc)---- (aAb) V(aAc) .  
For the first statement one has to show that aA b <_ c r a < V{d[ dAb < e}. 
From left to right is easy; from right to left, notice that if a <_ V(d ldA  b < c}, 
then aAb < bAV{dldAb < c} and the latter is (by D) equal to V{bAdldAb < c}, 
which is just c. The second is easily verified. 
We are now ready to give the algebraic semantics for the systems E-PROPn. 
In the following let (A, A, V, _L, D) be a ctta. We freely use the notions V and A, 
as they were given in Definition 4.9. The interpretation of the terms of E-PROPn 
will be in A and its higher order function spaces. We therefore let [-1 be the 
mapping that associates the right function space to a domain D, so 
[Prop] = A, 
[D~D2] = rD1] ~ roq ,  
where the second --, describes function space. In the following we shall freely 
speak of the 'interpretation f E-PROPn in (A, A, V, _L, D)', where of course this 
interpretation i cludes the mapping of higher order terms into the appropriate 
higher order function spaces based on A. 
Note that, as there are no constants in the formal systems of propositional 
logics, a model of E-PROPn is just a ella: we do not need a valuation for the 
constants. (The extension with constants is no problem though. In that case a 
model is a pair (O, C), with O a ella and C a mapping that assigns values to the 
constants.) 
4.11. DEFINITION. The interpretation of E-PROPn in the cHa (A, A, V, _L, D), 
[[-], is defined modulo a valuation p for free variables that maps variables of 
domain D into [D]. So let p be a valuation. Then [-]10 is defined inductively as 
follows. 
[~]p = p(a), for c~ a variable, 
[PQL = [PL([QL), 
[[AxeD.Q]]p = at e [D].f[Q]p(,:=,), 
Note that [P]p([Q~p) denotes a set-theoretic function application and Ji denotes 
set-theoretic abstraction. 
It is easily seen that [[-~0 satisfies the usual substitution property and that 
interpretations are stable under ~r/-equality, i.e. 
~P]]P(~:=IQL) : ][P[Q/x]l]p 
and 
P =p, Q [PL = [OL. 
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4.12. DEFINITION. For F a set offormulasofE-PROPn, ~ a formulaofE-PROPn 
and O acHa, p is O-valid in F, notation F ~o 9, if for all valuations p, 
A{[4L 14 e r} < [gL. 
If F is empty we say that ~ is O-valid if ~e  9. 
In the following we just write [F~0 for A{[41p [4 E F}. 
Our definition is a bit different from the one in [Troelstra nd Van Dalen 1988], 
where F ~o 9 is defined by 
Vp((V4 E s L = T]) ~ ~9~p = T). 
Our notion implies the one above, but not the other way around. However, they 
are the same if F = 0 and they also yield the same consequence relation. 
4.13. DEFINITION. Let F be a set of formulas of E-PROPn and ~ a formula of 
E-PROPn. We say that 9 is a consequence of F, notation F ~ p, if F ~o  ~ for 
all elias O. 
4.14. PROPOSITION (Soundness). For F a set of formulas of E-PROPn and ~ a 
formula of E-PROPn, 
PROOF. Let O be a cHa. By induction on the derivation of F F 9 we show that 
for all valuations p, [F~p < [9~p. None of the six cases is difficult. We treat the 
cases for the last rule being (D -E) and (V-I). 
-E) 
(v4) 
Say 9 has been derived from r D 9~ and r Let p be a valuation. Then by 
IH [F]p < ~r and l[F~p < [r D 9]p. The second implies ~F~p A [r _< 
[9]p. So, by [[F~p _< [4~p we conclude [F]p < [[9~p. 
Say 9 = V feD.4 and F' C_ F is the finite set of non-discharged formulas 
of the derivation with conclusion ~b. Then by IH, Vp[~F'~p _< [~bL] , so 
VpVF E [D] [~[r']0 < [4L(f:=s because f ~ FV(F'). This immediately 
implies that [F~o < ~Vf e D.4]0. [3 
To show completeness we first construct the Lindenbaum algebra for E-PROPn. 
This is a Ha but not yet acHa. The construction i [Troelstra nd Van Dalen 1988] 
tells us how to turn it into a ella which has all the desired properties. 
4.15. DEFINITION. For n E ~l U {w}, we define the Lindenbaum algebra for 
E-PROPn, L;,~. First we define the equivalence relation --- on Form(E-PROPn) 
by 
~r  :=FE-PROP, ,~Dr162 
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We denote the equivalence class of ~ under -,~ by [~]. s is now defined as the 
Ha (A, A, V, _L, D) where 
A = (Form(E-PROPn))~, 
v [r = v 
[r = r 
[_h] = [_h]. 
Note that the &, V, D and _l_ on the right of the = are the logical connectives: 
D is basic and the others were defined in Remark 4.2 by 
V r := v~cerop.(~ D ~) D (r D ~) D ~, 
/ := VacProp.~. 
Each/2,  is obviously a Ha: [~] <_ [9] iff ~ F-E-prtop~ r
4.16. LEMMA. For /~ a finite set of sentences of E-PROPn and ~ a sentence of 
E-PROPn, 
r I-E-pRoP,, ~ ~ [ /~  F] < [~] in s 
PROOF. Immediate by the construction of s U 
4.17. THEOREM ([Troelstra nd Van Dalen 1988]). Each Ha O can be embed- 
ded into a cHa cO such that A, V, _L, D and existing A and V are preserved and 
< is reflected. 
PROOF. Let O ---- (A, A, V , / ,  D) be a Ha. A complete ideal of O, or just c-ideal, 
is a subset I C A that satisfies the following properties. 
1. A_EI, 
2. I is downward closed (i.e. ifb E I and a < b, then a E I), 
3. I is closed under existinq sups (i.e. if X C I and V X exists, then V X E I). 
Now define cO to be the lattice of c-ideals, ordered by inclusion, Then cO is a 
complete lattice that satisfies the infinitary distributive law D, and hence cO is 
a cHa by defining 
IDJ:=V{K]KAICJ}. 
To verify this note the following. 
- cO has infs defined by Aqeqlq = Nqeq Iq. 
cO has sups defined by VqeoIq - {VX IX  C Uqe Ir V X exists}" the set -  (~  - 
{V X [X C Uqeq Ir VX  exists} is indeed a c-ideal and it is also the least 
c-ideal containing all Ir 
- I A Vq~Qlq = V{IM Iq J q E Q} and so D holds. 
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The embedding i from O to cO is now defined by 
i(a) = {x e A]x <_ a}. 
The embedding preserves 2, D and all existing A, V. For the preserving of V, 
let x c A such that V X exists in O. We have to show that i (VX ) = V~exi(x), 
i.e. show that 
{yG A lY< V X}= {VY IY  C U i(x)'VYeMsts}" 
aEX 
For the inclusion from left to right, note that X C {y G A l3x e X[y < x]} and 
so X C [-J,ex i(x). This implies that VX  e {V Y I Y c U~ex i(x), VYexists} 
and so we are done because the latter is a c-ideal. For the inclusion from right 
to left, let * = VY0 with 1Io C U, ex i(x). Then z < V X so we are done. 
Finally, the embedding i reflects the ordering, i.e. 
i(a) c i (b )~a_<b. [ ]  
4.18. COROLLARY (Completeness). For F a finite set of sentences of E-PROPn 
and ~ a sentence of E-PROPn, 
F ~ ~P :=~ F }--E-PROPn ~. 
PROOF. Following the Theorem, we embed the Lindenbaum algebra of E-PROPn, 
s  in cs This ella cs is complete with respect o the logic. So, for F a finite 
set of sentences and ~ a sentence of E-PROPn, we have 
4.19. COI~OLLARu (Conservativity). For any n _> 2, E-PROP(n + 1) is conser- 
vative over E-PROPn, and hence E-PROPw is conservative over E-PROPn. 
PROOF. For P a finite set of sentences and ~ a sentence of E-PROPn, 
by soundness and completeness of the cttas for any of the E-PROPn. 
The eonservativity of E-PROPw over E-PROPn is now immediate: any deriva- 
tion in E-PROPw is a derivation in E -PROPm for some m E I~. [] 
4.20. COROLLARY. For any n E IN U {w}, PROPn is conservative over PROP2. 
PRooF. By the fact that PROPn is a subsystem of E-PROPn and the fact that 
PROP2 and E-PROP2 are the same system. [] 
The formulas-as-types mbedding (from PROPw to )~w, respectively from 
PROP2 to )~2) is an isomorphism, so we can immediately conclude the following. 
4.21. THEOREM. The type system ,kw is conservative over ),2, that is, for all 
+~2-contexts F and ),2-types tr we have 
F ~-x~o M : ~ ~ ~N[F ~-),2 N : (r]. 
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5. D iscuss ion  and  conc lud ing  remarks  
5.1. Semant ica l  versus syntact i ca l  proofs  o f  conservat iv i ty  
We have seen that a proof of conservativity between typed A calculi can be helpful 
to prove conservativity between logics. An example is the proof of conservativ- 
ity of APRED2 over APRED, which immediately implies the conservativity of 
second order predicate logic over minimal first order predicate logic. Due to the 
syntactic nature of the proof (which is done by normalizing the proof terms), it 
is convenient to use the typed A calculus format for the conservativity proof. For 
the proof of conservativity of Aw over A2, a semantical proof was used. At this 
point it is not clear to us how a purely syntactical proof can be given for this 
case. For example, the method of normalizing the proof terms does not work 
here because of the following. 
5.1. FACT. There are F, A and M, with F a context of A2, A a type of A2 and 
M a term of Aw, such that 
F t -~ M : A and F ~/~2 nf(M) : A. 
One example is found by taking F to be the empty context and A to be 
the type of functions from numerals to numerals, so A =_ N-+N, where N - 
Ha  : ,.(a--~a)--*a---*a. Then one can take for M a representation f a reeursive 
function that is A-definable in Aw, but not A-definable in A2. (Such terms exist, 
due to [Girard 1972], where it is shown that in Aa~ more recursive functions are 
A-definable then in A2.) Then ~-x~ M : N--*N, but not Pa~ nf(M) : N---~N, 
because the normal form of M A-defines the same recursive function as M. 
An easier counterexample is found by taking, for example, the context F to 
be x : Ha : ,  .HE: * .~---+~. Then F ~-.~,~ x(HP: , - - - , ,  .P_k) : H~: * .~-+/~, which 
is a term in normal form and not typable in A2. 
It would be interesting to see how a syntactic proof of the conservativity of
A~z over A2 could be given. This would give an Mgorithm that computes for every 
Aw-term M that has a A2-type A, a A2-term N that also has the type A. 
For the proof of conservativity of A2 over A--. (and hence of conservativity 
of second order propositional logic over minimal first order propositional logic), 
we used normalization here. This is not really necessary. It is possible to give a 
semantical proof, using, for example, the algebraic semantics that we discussed 
for second and higher order propositional logic. It is also possible to give a syn- 
tactic proof by defining a mapping from propositions and proofs of second order 
propositional logic to first order propositional logic that preserves derivability. 
This is done in [Pitts 1992]. 
5.2. Dec idab i l i ty  
One of the consequences of conservativity of PROP~ over PROP2 is that the sys- 
tem PROPa~ is not decidable. This follows from the undecidability of PROP2, 
which was proved by [L6b 1976] and also by [Gabbay 1981]. Similarly, all the 
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logics PROPn and E-PROPn are undecidable (for n E 1N U r because they 
are all conservative over PROP2. In [L6b 1976] this is proved by giving a sound 
and complete translation of first order predicate logic into PROP2. The conser- 
vativity of PROPw over PROP2 shows that this translation does not extend to 
a sound and complete mbedding of higher order predicate logic into PROPw. 
(Otherwise the 'first order parts' in PROPw and PROP2 could be used to show 
non-conservativity, in the style of the non-conservativity proof of ,kPREDw over 
APRED2.) 
5.3. Conservat iv i ty  of  AP2 over  AP 
The conservativity of AP2 over AP, and similarly the conservativity of APRED2 
over APRED, may look a bit strange at first. Why does G6del's Second In- 
completeness Theorem not apply here? (Showing that the consistency of HA, 
first order arithmetic, can not be proved in HA itself; it can be proved in HA2, 
hence the non-conservativity of APRED2 over APRED.) The answer is that the 
logic APRED is too minimal to be able to represent enough arithmetic to ap- 
ply G6del's Theorem. Remember that APRED only has the connectives ---* and 
V, and because we are in a first order system, the other connectives are not 
representable. Hence an axiom like Vx 6 IN[x 7k 0 => By 6 IN[x = Sy]] is not 
representable. The system AP has the same weakness. 
We conjecture here that AP2 is not conservative over AP i ,  where AP • is AP 
extended with a type constant • a term operator CA and the rules 
FFA: .  
(• e • : .  (•  P F cxA : A" 
Of course, •P• is not really a subsystem of AP2, so it would be more precise to 
say that the (canonical) embedding from s into AP2 that maps • to Ha: , .~  
is complete. This terminology is not used here, because we think it is clear that 
this is meant by the conservativity. 
The motivation for this conjecture is that in AP • we can represent first 
order arithmetic, by using a classical interpretation of the connectives. So, tbr 
F k- A ,B : * (with possibly x:C free in A), define ~A := A---+_I_, A & B := 
~(A---*~B), A V B :-=- ~A---+B and ~x : C.A := ~(I Ix:C.~A).  Then, classical 
first order arithmetic can be represented in ,kP • (and similarly in ~P2). The 
consistency of this system can be stated in AP • but it can only be proved in 
AP2. Hence the non-conservativity of AP2 over AP • 
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